The theorem stated in the title answers a question of E. Michael (1977).
Introduction
By the product of a family of maps fa : Xa -> Ya, a e A, we mean the maP Ua€A fa : UaeA X« "» Ua€A Y<> defined by Ua€A Â({Xa}) = {fa(Xa)} . All maps are assumed to be continuous.
The product of any family of perfect maps is perfect [E, Theorem 3.7.9 ]. This theorem is a generalization of the Tikhonov theorem on products of compact spaces, since a space X is compact if and only if the constant map of X to a singleton is perfect. It is natural to ask what other classes of maps are preserved by products. For instance, the class of open maps has this property, and so does the class of bi-quotient maps [Ml] , while the classes of closed or quotient maps do not. Moreover, the product / x idz is closed for every space Z if and only if / is perfect [E, Theorem 3.7.14] . Similarly, fx idz is quotient for every Z if and only if / is bi-quotient [H] , [Ml] .
Recall that an onto map /:I-»y is bi-quotient [Ml] (1) U*cf(U);
(2) X* = Y; (3) U c V implies U* c V* ;
(4) if y € U* and if W is a cover of f~x(y) n U by open subsets of X, then y e (IJ %)* for some finite r c W. A mapping U h-> U* satisfying (l)-(4) will be called t-assignment.
Open onto maps and perfect onto maps are tri-quotient [M2] . Inductively tri-quotient maps are tri-quotient [M2] . (A map / : X -* Y is inductively 3s , where 3° is a property of maps, if there exists X' c X such that f(X') -Y and the restriction f\X' : X' -> Y has 3°.) In particular, inductively perfect maps are tri-quotient. For some spaces, the converse is also true. For example, any tri-quotient map of a regular sieve-complete (= monotonically Cech-complete [CCN] ) space onto a paracompact space is inductively perfect [M2] , [JW] (for open maps of Cech-complete spaces this is due to Pasynkov [P] ). For such spaces, tri-quotient maps coincide with inductively perfect maps and hence are preserved by products. E. Michael asked [M2] whether this is true in general: are tri-quotient maps preserved by arbitrary products? The question was repeated in an early version of [M3] . E. Michael proved [M2, Theorem 7.2] that the answer is positive for finite products. The aim of this paper is to show that this is also true for infinite products: Theorem 1. Let fa : Xa -» Ya, a e A, be a family of tri-quotient maps. Then the product Y[a€A fa : Y[a€A x<* -* YLeA Y<* is tri-quotient.
We first describe the idea of the proof. For every topological space X we define a non-Hausdorff topological space Q(X) (Definition 3), consisting of systems of open sets in X with some special properties. The definition of tri-quotient maps has a natural reformulation in terms of such spaces (Proposition 1). We show in Section 2 that Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2, which asserts that for any family {Xa : a e A} of topological spaces there exists a map from Y[a€A&(xt*) to Q(T[aeAXa) which preserves supports (Definitions 4 and 5). Theorem 2 is a consequence of Theorem 3, which describes such a map explicitly. Theorem 3 is proved in Section 3, and Section 4 contains some comments and remarks.
Reduction to Theorem 2
The collection of open subsets of a topological space X will be denoted by ¿?~(X). We start with a reformulation of the definition of tri-quotient maps (Proposition 1). Definition 2. Let X be a topological space. A system S? c &~(X) of open sets in X is a Q-system if the following three conditions hold:
(1) if W c 9~{X) and (j £T e f, then IJ^ e S* for some finite /c^; (2) if U 6 &, V e F(X) and UcV, then V e S" ; (3) Isyand0jíy. If 38 is a base for X, then it suffices if condition ( 1 ) is satisfied for all f c38.
Definition 3. For a topological space X, we denote by Ù(X) the space of all Q-systems on X, topologized as follows:
For U e ^(X), let Ü = {S? e Q(X) : U e 3»). The topology of Ù(X) is generated by the family {Ü : U e tT(X)} .
The space Q(X) is To but usually not T\. There is a natural continuous map i : X -Q(X) defined by i(x) = {U e 9~(X) : x e U} . If X is T0, this map is a homeomorphic embedding. Definition 4. A ß-system S? on X is supported by a subset E c X if the following condition holds: if U, V e F(X), U n E = V n E and U e &, then Key. Another application of Proposition 1 shows that Y[a fa *s tri-quotient.
Proofs
Theorem 3 below explicitly describes a map with the properties required by Theorem 2. Definition 6. Given a ß-system S" e Q(X), let us say that a closed set F c X is 3"-big if F meets every element of 3". (Note that, by condition (2) of Definition 2, F is ^-big if and only if X \ F $ S".) If {Xa : a e A} is a family of topological spaces, 3"a € Q(Xa) and Fa is an =5^-big closed subset of Xa for every a e ^ , we say that the product Yia€A Fa is an {3ia}-big box Theorem 3. Let {Xa : a e A} be a family of topological spaces, J¡/"a e Q(Xa) for every a e A. Let Q({3*a}) be the family of all open sets U in X = Y\aeAXa with the following property: U meets every {3^}-big box in X. Then 8({Jz^}) is a Q-system on X, and the function 8 : f\aeAQ(Xa) -> Ù(X) is continuous and support-preserving. Proof. Let 3" = Q({3"a}). Our proof proceeds in three parts.
(a) We show that y isa ß-system. In virtue of the remark after Definition 2, it suffices to prove the following: Lemma 1, to prove that (j% $ 3" it suffices to show that \J%a i ^ for every a e A. Let ^ = {Fa(y) :yeL, <p(y) = a} be any finite subfamily of £a . Applying the condition of Lemma 2, choose a finite subset K c Y with L c tf and <p\L = <f>K\L. Then IJ^ C lj{^(7) : 7 G *, <M7) = <*} • By the choice of (pK , the last union is not in 3"a , hence also \J3^ £ 3*a . Since this holds for every finite subfamily of Wa and since y, isa ß-system, it follows that (J %n i 3*a. As we have noted, this proves that U W <£ 3?. Thus 3" is a ß-system. and for each a let 3°a be the finite set of all elements of 3^ which can be represented as the union of some subfamily of {la (7) : 7 G Y}. Lemma 1 implies that for any function <j> : Y -> A there exists a e A such that the union of the family {Va(y) : y e Y, <f>(y) -a} is in 3*a and hence also in 3°a ■ Suppose that 3"a' G Q(Xa) and 3°a C 3^ for every aeA.
For any </> : Y -> A there exists a G A such that the union of the family {Va(y) : y eY, <p(y) = a} is in 3"a' • Applying Lemma 1 again, we see that V g Q({3%}) and hence also U G @({3^}). In other words, if Wa is the neighborhood of 3a in Q(Xa) consisting of all ß-systems 3% with 3°a C 3^, then 8 maps the product Y[a 2rJc< into the neighborhood Ü of 3" in the space Q(X). Since 3°a = {Xa} and hence Wa = Q(Xa) for all but finitely many indices a G A, the product FIa2Ua is a neighborhood of {3^} in Y[aQ(Xa). Thus 8 is continuous. (1) \JTe3".
(2) \JWeeY({3>a}). (5) u^ey.
The equivalences (1) ■& (2) and ( r U,e/\y vi e ^ (Lemma 1). The proof of the fact that 9(3^ , 3*2) is a ß-system depends on the Tikhonov theorem (see the proof of Lemma 2), while for 8' this is straightforward.
In general 8 / 8'. For example, let X be a finite discrete space consisiting of more than one point, and let Y = X. If 3\ is the family of all non-empty subsets of I and y2 = {X} , then ^, 3*2 € H(X) and the diagonal oflxl is in S(3^i, S*2) but not in &{S\, S"2).
3. The first version of this paper did not contain Theorem 3, and the proof of Theorem 2 was much more complicated. The manuscript was carefully read by Ernest Michael, who made many valuable suggestions, among them the following. If 8i and 82 are as in Theorem 2, let us say that 82 is bigger than 81 if 8, ({3*a}) c G2({3*a}) for any {3^} G n"Û(*a) • Michael noted that, since there exists a map 8 satisfying the requirements of Theorem 2, there exists a biggest such 8 : just take the least upper bound of all such 8 's. He asked if this biggest 8 can be described explicitly. Theorem 3 arose from an attempt to answer this question. It turns out that the 8 of Theorem 3 is just the biggest 
